David Widerker,
“Libertarianism and Frankfurt’s Attack on the Principle of Alternative Possibilities”

I. Concerning Fact 1 of Frankfurt’s Argument (as reconstructed by Widerker) (179-182)
   A. What does Widerker find problematic about fact 1? (180-181)
   B. How does Widerker imagine a defender of Frankfurt salvaging the argument and why does Widerker argue this attempt is not successful? (181-182)

II. Decisions and Complex Acts (182-188)
   A. How does Widerker draw a distinction between PAP as applied to decisions (where Frankfurt is wrong - it does apply!) and applied to complex acts (where Frankfurt is right - it doesn’t apply!) (182-183)
   B. How does Widerker distinguish between the two principles, PAP’ and PAV? (184)
   C. How does Widerker defend the truth of PAV in the case not only of decisions but of complex acts as well? (184-185)